UNIVERSITY CORPORATION FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH

MPAS-A Confidentiality Agreement

All materials (including source code, products derived from source code, and documents) residing in the private Model for Prediction Across Scales GPU (MPAS-A) GitHub repositories, or forks, including the project located at https://github.com/cenamiller/MPAS/tree/NWSC3_Benchmarking, are not to be distributed, either formally or informally, in any way. Code releases for the MPAS-A project will occur through the project’s open-source GitHub site.

Publishing any kind of results obtained from the source code at https://github.com/cenamiller/MPAS/tree/NWSC3_Benchmarking requires consent from the UCAR Concerned Person, Cena Miller. Once the MPAS-A project is sufficiently mature, portions of the project will be moved to an open-source distribution facility (e.g. GitHub public release) where they will be freely available to anyone with internet access. If you have reservations regarding this aspect of the MPAS-A project, please have these concerns addressed before adding your contribution to the project.

Name: _______________________________ Date: _______________________

Organization: ________________________ Email: ________________________

Signature: ___________________________________________________________________